
RAISE YOUR BOTTOM LINE BY
FINANCING YOUR SAKAI ROLLER

All the same depreciation benefits that accrue to an outright purchase apply to a finance purchase, 
too. 

85% of all commercial equipment is financed. Why? Because financing improves cash flow and 
raises the bottom line.
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Growing your company is vital, and updating and expanding your equipment fleet is a key to that

growth.  A newer fleet means more uptime, less maintenance cost, and greater e�iciency.  A 

bigger fleet means more jobs at one time and more territory you can cover.  

Capital equipment purchases are some of the biggest expenses with which contractors must

contend.  Financing such acquisitions breaks down the costs and makes them easier to budget

against the incremental revenue that equipment will produce. 

Your company's revenue doesn't come in all at one time; you don't want to pay for equipment that
way, either.  We will work with you to fit payments to your cash flow, whether that means 90 days
before your first payments, seasonal skips, or just equal monthly payments throughout the year.  

Rather than tying your cash up in 1 new piece of equipment, make it do more for you and your

business.  Be able to add or retain great employees, upgrade other machines or work trucks, or

expand your marketing budget.  Whatever you need to improve your business, put your free cash

flow to that purpose.  

Yes, you can a�ord to add that smooth shell to your SV544T or upgrade the SW884 to an ND with

vibration and oscillation.  Look at upgrades in terms of the additional monthly payment cost, not

the total upfront cost, and compare that to your increased e�iciency and revenue.    

WANT TO LEARN MORE? GET IN CONTACT WITH YOUR 

SAKAI FINANCIAL SERVICES REPRESENTATIVE

Upgrade purchases for just dollars per month. 


